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And after the fire : a novel
PBK BEL
"American soldier Henry Sachs takes a souvenir, an old music manuscript, from a
seemingly deserted mansion and mistakenly kills the girl who tries to stop him. In
America in 2010, Henry's niece, Susanna Kessler, struggles to rebuild her life after
she experiences a devastating act of violence on the streets of New York City. When
Henry dies soon after, she uncovers the long-hidden music manuscript. She becomes
determined to discover what it is and to return it to its rightful owner, a journey that will
challenge her preconceptions about herself and her family's history."--Provided by
publisher.

Becoming
B OBA
An autobiography of lawyer and American First Lady Michelle Obama.

La Belle Sauvage
F PUL bk.1
"When Malcolm finds a secret message inquiring about a dangerous substance called
Dust, he finds himself embroiled in a tale of intrigue featuring enforcement agents
from the Magisterium, a woman with an evil monkey daemon, and a baby named
Lyra."--OCLC.

Boots on the ground : America's war in Vietnam
959. 704 PAR
"An exploration of the Vietnam War from many different perspectives including an
American soldiers, a nurse, and a Vietnamese refugee"-- Provided by publisher.

Cannibalism : a perfectly natural history
394 SCH
"Eating one's own kind is completely natural behavior in thousands of species,
including humans. Throughout history we have engaged in cannibalism for reasons
relating to famine, burial rites, and medicinal remedies. Cannibalism has been used as
a form of terrorism but also as the ultimate expression of filial piety. With... wit and a
wealth of knowledge, Bill Schutt, a research associate at the American Museum of
Natural History, takes us on a tour of the field, exploring exciting new avenues of
research"--Provided by publisher.

City of fallen angels
PBK CLA bk.4
As mysterious murders threaten the new peace between Shadowhunters and
Downworlders, only Simon, the Daylighter vampire, can help bring both groups
together.

City of heavenly fire
PBK CLA bk.6
"Darkness has descended on the Shadowhunter world. Chaos and destruction
overwhelm the Nephilim as Clary, Jace, Simon, and their friends band together to fight
the greatest evil they have ever faced: Clary's own brother. Nothing in this world can
defeat Sebastian--but if they journey to the realm of demons, they just might have a
chance..."--Provided by publisher.

City of lost souls
PBK CLA bk.5
When Jace vanishes with Sebastian, Clary and the Shadowhunters struggle to piece
together their shattered world and Clary infiltrates the group planning the world's
destruction.

The culture map : breaking through the invisible
boundaries of global business
658 MEY
"In [this book], [the author] provides a field-tested model for decoding how cultural
differences impact international business. She combines an . . . analytical framework
with practical, actionable advice for succeeding in a global world"--Provided by
publisher.

The detachment
PBK EIS
Assassin John Rain is offered a multi-million dollar payday for the demise of three
high profile targets who are close to launching a coup in America, but the job is too
much for him to pull off alone and he'll need the help of his partner Dox, a former
Marine sniper, Ben Treven, a covert operator with ambivalent motives and conflicted
loyalties, and Larison, a man with a hair trigger and a secret he'll kill to protect.

Everything leads to you
PBK LAC
While working as a film production designer in Los Angeles, Emi Price finds a
mysterious letter from a silver screen legend which leads her to Ava, who is about to
expand Emi's understanding of family, acceptance, and true romance.

The godfather
PBK PUZ
Mafia leader Vito Corleone uses his power to influence all aspects of his Long Island
society and will stop at nothing to see that his twisted vision of justice is carried out.

Homo Deus : a brief history of tomorrow
909. 83 HAR
Examines the history of human civilization in the twenty-first century.

Into the water
PBK HAW
"A single mother turns up dead at the bottom of the river that runs through town.
Earlier in the summer, a vulnerable teenage girl met the same fate. They are not the
first women lost to these dark waters, but their deaths disturb the river and its history,
dredging up secrets long submerged. Left behind is a lonely fifteen-year-old girl.
Parentless and friendless, she now finds herself in the care of her mother's sister, a
fearful stranger who has been dragged back to the place she deliberately ran from--a
place to which she vowed she'd never return"--Provided by publisher.

Less : a novel
PBK GRE
"Receiving an invitation to his ex-boyfriend's wedding, Arthur, a failed novelist on the
eve of his fiftieth birthday, embarks on an international journey that finds him falling in
love, risking his life, reinventing himself, and making connections with the
past"--OCLC.

Map : collected and last poems
891.8 SZY
A collection of poems by Polish poet WisBawa Szymborska.

My search for Ramanujan : how I learned to count
B ONO
"The son of a prominent Japanese mathematician who came to the United States after
World War II, Ken Ono was raised on a diet of high expectations and little praise.
Rebelling against his pressure-cooker of a life, Ken determined to drop out of high
school to follow his own path. To obtain his father's approval, he invoked the
biography of the famous Indian mathematical prodigy Srinivasa Ramanujan, whom his
father revered, who had twice flunked out of college because of his single-minded
devotion to mathematics.

Red famine : Stalin's war on Ukraine
947. 708 APP
"[Discusses one of] Stalin's greatest crimes--the consequences of which still resonate
today In 1929 Stalin launched his policy of agricultural collectivization--in effect a
second Russian revolution--which forced millions of peasants off their land and onto
collective farms. The result was a catastrophic famine, the most lethal in European
history. At least five million people died between 1931 and 1933 in the
USSR"--Provided by publisher.

Sapiens : a brief history of humankind
909 HAR
"Most books about the history of humanity pursue either a historical or a biological
approach, but [the author] breaks the mold with this . . . book that begins about 70,000
years ago with the appearance of modern cognition. From examining the role evolving
humans have played in the global ecosystem to charting the rise of empires, [this
book] integrates history and science to reconsider accepted narratives, connect past
developments with contemporary concerns, and examine specific events within the
context of larger ideas. [The author] also compels us to look ahead, because over the
last few decades humans have begun to bend the laws of natural selection that have
governed life for the past four billion years. We are acquiring the ability to design not
only the world around us, but also ourselves"--Provided by publisher.

Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens agenda
PBK ALB
"Sixteen-year-old, not-so-openly-gay Simon Spier is blackmailed into playing wingman
for his classmate or else his sexual identity--and that of his pen pal--will be
revealed"--Provided by publisher.

Zero sum
PBK EIS
"Returning to Tokyo in 1982 after a decade of mercenary work in the Philippines, a
young John Rain learns that the killing business is now controlled by Victor, a
half-Russian, half-Japanese sociopath who has ruthlessly eliminated all potential
challengers. Victor gives Rain a choice: kill a government minister or die a grisly
death. But the best route to the minister is through his gorgeous Italian wife, Maria, a
route that puts Rain on a collision course not only with Victor but with the shadowy
forces behind the Russian's rise to dominance-and the longings of Rain's own
conflicted heart"--Back cover.

